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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Adverse events, safety incidents, and medical errors in healthcare can be avoided only by understanding 
the causes of their occurrence, and by applying the knowledge gained from the analysis of similar previous events. Since 
it is known that most adverse events do not originate from a single cause, most important is timely identification of 
numerous contributory states that can give us the opportunity to define a number of possible solutions to correct process 
errors and deficiencies in the system itself. The aim of this paper is to investigate the association between functional 
capacity of elderly living with cardiovascular diseases and the occurrence of adverse events during use of health-care 
services.

Methods: Assessment of functional limitations was done using the Groningen Activity Restriction Scale (GARS). The 
presence of adverse events was evaluated after interviews with subjects and review of medical records. Differences in 
continuous numerical values between inpatient and outpatient service users were analyzed by the Mann–Whitney U-test. 
Spearman’s correlation coefficients of the number of actual adverse events with the presence of restrictions in daily activ-
ities were calculated. Fisher’s exact test or Fisher-Freeman-Halton test (in cases of table sizes larger than 2 × 2 format) 
analyzed the differences in category variables.

Results: The total number of adverse events was 30 (10.1% of the total number of subjects), while there were 12 actual 
adverse events (40.0% of the total number of adverse events). No statistically significant correlation was found between 
the limitations in performing daily activities and the occurrence of actual adverse events (p = 0.173).

Conclusion: The research conducted in this paper showed that the functional capacity of the elderly with chronic disease 
is not exclusively related with the occurrence of adverse events associated with health-care utilization.
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INTRODUCTION
The process of aging is characterized with the presence of 
multiple changes in the physical, mental, and social func-
tioning of a person (1-4). These changes are often reflected 
in the appearance of limitations in performing normal 
daily self-care activities. Therefore, one of the often used 
method for the assessment of persons functional status in 
old age is measurement of difficulties in performing basic 
daily activities such as eating, dressing, moving, maintain-
ing hygiene and going to the toilet, and instrumental daily 
activities such as preparing meals, buying groceries, doing 
household chores, and managing finances (5,6). Almost 
20–25% of people over the age of 65 report difficulties 
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in performing basic daily activities (7). Consequently, 
the focus of care for the elderly persons today is turned 
to development strategies and specific measures aimed to 
slow or prevent the onset and progression of functional 
impairment (8).
Impairment of functional capacity is influenced by a num-
ber of factors, among which, in addition to age, most 
important are the occurrence of chronic diseases, espe-
cially comorbidities, cognitive impairment, sensory losses, 
low level of physical activity, reduced social contacts, 
depression, smoking, and poor self-esteem (9,10). Health 
conditions that can significantly affect the occurrence of 
functional limitations are primarily chronic cardiovascular 
and respiratory diseases, diabetes, neurological disorders, 
tumors, obesity, dementia, behavioral changes, sensory 
losses, and fractures (11-13). Accumulation of chronic dis-
eases and multiple health conditions in the elderly often 
represents a turning point that leads to a progressive loss 
of resistance to external influences and disruption of the 
homeostasis of organism (14). Multimorbidity is defined 
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as the presence of two or more chronic diseases and con-
ditions simultaneously that cannot be completely cured 
but can be controlled by medication and other treat-
ments  (15-17). People with multimorbidity have signifi-
cantly reduced functional capacity, poorer quality of life, 
higher mortality rates, and more intensive need for use of 
health-care services then healthy individuals or those with 
only one chronic condition (18).
One of the significant problems that seriously compromise 
the safety of the elderly while receiving healthcare is the 
occurrence of adverse events and medical errors (19-22). 
Based on numerous studies conducted so far on this field 
it can be said that every patient who was faced to a certain 
adverse effect or outcome resulting from medical treatment 
has actually experienced an adverse event (23). An adverse 
event is defined as an unintentional injury or complication 
that results from medical procedures and has caused mea-
surable damage in the form of disability, prolonged hospital 
stay, severe damage to health, or death (20,24-32). Adverse 
events most commonly occur as a result of surgical proce-
dures, medication administration, nosocomial infections, 
technical problems, and lack of patient assessment and 
monitoring (31,33-35).
Adverse events are more frequently present among elderly 
patients, who also have the largest share in the number of 
hospital admissions (36). The reasons for this phenome-
non are found in the fact that healthcare for the elderly 
can be more complex and demanding, often including 
longer hospitalizations, treatment with numerous medica-
tions and exposure to multiple medical procedures, while 
physiological compensatory mechanisms are naturally 
decreased (14,24,37). Significant risk factors contributing 
to the occurrence of adverse events in hospitalized elderly 
persons, in addition to age, are the complexity of the clini-
cal condition and severity of the disease, presence of comor-
bidities, reduced functional capacity, and poor quality of 
care (21).
Adverse events that occur during health-care utilization are 
often very difficult to recognize and characterize, especially 
in patients who have a number of previously identified 
health and other problems, non-specific disease presen-
tations, and limited ability to communicate and partici-
pate in treatment (21). Since there is no characteristic risk 
profile for the detection of patient’s particularly prone to 
adverse events, it can be considered that there is a certain 
risk in every hospitalized elderly patient (20).
Adverse events, safety incidents, and medical errors in 
healthcare can be avoided only by understanding the causes 
of their occurrence, and by applying the knowledge gained 
from the analysis of similar previous events (38). Since it 
is known that most adverse events do not originate from 
a single cause, most important is timely identification of 
numerous contributory states that can give us the oppor-
tunity to define a number of possible solutions to correct 
process errors and deficiencies in the system itself (38). 
Therefore, the aim of this study is to determine the fre-
quency and type of adverse events that occur during the use 
of health services, and their possible relationship with the 
decrease of functional capacity in the elderly with chronic 
cardiovascular disease.

METHODS
The study was conducted on a sample of 298 randomly 
selected subjects equally divided in groups of outpatient 
and inpatient services users. Inclusion criteria were age 
(>65 years), history of at least one chronic cardiovascular 
disease, ability to participate in a telephone interview, and 
written consent to participate in the study. For the group of 
subjects who used inpatient services, an additional criterion 
was discharge from hospital treatment in the period from 
10 days to 2 weeks before the data collection, while for the 
group of subjects who used outpatient services the same 
criterion was absence of any form of hospital treatment in 
a period of minimum 3–6 months before inclusion in the 
study. Subjects were selected on daily basis by trained nurses 
from the pool of admitted patients based on inclusion crite-
ria and willingness to participate in the study. Each subject 
was provided with information about aim of the study and 
methodology of collecting data.
Data were collected using the follow-up telephone inter-
view provided by trained nurses, retrospective review of 
medical records, and analysis of collected adverse event 
reports. Study was approved by a suitably constituted 
Ethics Committee of the Clinic for Cardiovascular Diseases 
Magdalena and it conformed to the provisions of the 
Declaration of Helsinki in 1995 (as revised in Edinburgh 
2000).
A structured questionnaire was used to collect data on 
socio-demographic parameters. Data on medical sta-
tus were collected by reviewing medical records in the 
hospital information system. Data on emerging health 
problems and discharge difficulties were collected using 
a structured follow-up template (39) that contains 
open-ended questions about current health status and 
emerging health problems, problems with taking med-
ication, availability of appointments for control visits, 
treatment in case of new health problems, and additional 
difficulties.
Groningen Activity Restrictions Scale (GARS) was used 
for assessment of present limitations in daily activities 
performance (40). This scale is an previously validated 
instrument based on the self-assessment of the limitation 
in performance of basic (ADL) and instrumental activities 
of daily living (IADL). The scale consisted of 18 closed-
ended questions, of which 11 relate to the assessment of 
the performance of basic daily activities and seven to the 
assessment of the performance of instrumental daily activ-
ities. The total number of points that can be achieved by 
applying this scale ranges from 18 to 72, with a higher total 
number of points indicating a higher level of limitations in 
performing daily activities.
Validation of the scale was first described by Kempen et al. 
(1996) in their study conducted on a sample of elderly peo-
ple who showed that the Groningen scale is a comprehen-
sive, valid, reliable, and simple tool for assessing limitations 
in performing daily activities with high internal reliability 
for subjects of both sexes (0.89–0.92). Similar character-
istics of this scale were originally showed in a study by 
Suurmeijer et al. (1994) conducted on a group of patients 
with rheumatoid arthritis whose results support a high 
degree of internal reliability of this scale (rho = 0.94) and 
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applicability in comparative and longitudinal studies in dif-
ferent environments.
Data on the presence of adverse events were collected by 
completing an adverse event report whose presence was 
observed by the examiners during a telephone interview. 
The questionnaire is based on a template available in the 
literature (41,42) which, after linguistic and conceptual 
validation, was adapted for application on a selected group 
of subjects. Completed adverse event reports were reviewed 
by a team of experts (specialist physician, clinical pharma-
cist, and registered nurse) based on whose consensus they 
were differentiated into groups of confirmed and possible 
adverse events.
This research was designed as cross-sectional study con-
ducted in three phases in the period from May 1 to 
October  15, 2019, in Clinic for Cardiovascular Diseases 
Magdalena. The first phase consisted of the selection and 
recruitment of subjects who met the inclusion criteria. 
All subjects were informed about the purpose and goal 
of the research, ways to conduct it, and the possibility of 
 withdrawal. All subjects expressed their informed written 
consent to participate. The second phase of the research 
consisted from a conducting telephone interview with 
selected subjects. The interview was provided by trained call 
center nurses in a two parts. The first part of this interview 
was conducted with the aim of collecting data on the pres-
ence of limitations in performing daily activities by appli-
cation of the GARS scale. The second part of the interview 
was focused on collecting data on the presence of adverse 
events using a structured follow-up questionnaire designed 
to monitor the patient after discharge from treatment. 
During this part of the interview, the nurses recorded infor-
mation obtained from the subjects regarding the existing 
health condition, the presence of emerging difficulties, and 
the course of recovery as well as additional needs for medi-
cal or other assistance if any.
The third phase of the research consisted of a review of all 
collected reports obtained during telephone interviews. 
Those reports that referred to any health problem or emerg-
ing difficulty currently present at the subjects were sin-
gled out. Based on these data, adverse event reports were 
completed. All selected reports were reviewed by an expert 
team consisting of a professional nurse, a cardiologist, and 
a clinical pharmacist. Based on the analysis and opinion of 
the expert team, and a review of available medical docu-
mentation, the reports were selected into groups of poten-
tial and actual adverse events. Data suggesting the presence 
of an adverse event were selected from the reports based 
on common characteristics according to the template of 
Okoniewska et al. (2016) and classified into the following 
groups: Adverse drug reaction, injury due to medical proce-
dure, infection, fall, error in therapeutic procedures, com-
munication or organizational problem, diagnostic error, 
and others.
The data are presented in tables and figures. The distri-
bution of continuous data was analyzed by the Smirnov–
Kolmogorov test, and according to the obtained results, 
appropriate non-parametric tests were applied in fur-
ther analysis. Differences in continuous numerical val-
ues between inpatient and outpatient service users were 
analyzed by the Mann–Whitney U-test. Spearman’s 

correlation coefficients of the number of actual adverse 
events with the presence of restrictions in daily activities 
were calculated. Fisher’s exact test or Fisher-Freeman-
Halton test (in cases of table sizes larger than 2 × 2 for-
mat) analyzed the differences in category variables. The 
Cronbach’s α coefficient of internal consistency for the 
GARS scale was calculated. All p < 0.05 were considered 
significant. IBM SPSS Statistics software, version  25.0 
was used in the analysis.

RESULTS
Descriptive statistics of continuous clinical values are 
shown in Table 1. The median age (interquartile range) of 
subjects was 72.0 (68.0–76.0) years. The median number 
of different diagnoses was 6.0 (5.0–8.0) and the number of 
medications the subjects were taking was 8.0  (5.0–10.0). 
The median value of the GARS scale was 18.0 (18.0–27.0).
Assessment of the ability to perform daily activities in 
elderly with cardiovascular disease shown that the major-
ity of subjects (more than 75%) perform basic daily activi-
ties (ADL) completely independently. Subjects most often 
reported a certain level of difficulty for climbing up and 
down the stairs (N = 69; 23.1%), and for walking outside 
the household (N = 54; 18.1%). When assessing the abil-
ity to perform instrumental daily activities (IADL), the 
reported level of independence is somewhat lower, with the 
smallest share of fully independent performance of activities 
present in performing difficult household chores. In this 
group of instrumental daily activities, a total of 38.3% of 
subjects reported difficulties (N = 104). Of the other instru-
mental activities, difficulties often occur in maintaining 
laundry hygiene (N = 101; 34.0%), as well as when going 
shopping (N = 90; 30.2%). The correlation of age with the 
ability to perform daily activities shows a significant posi-
tive correlation (rho = 0.313; p < 0.001) between age and 
results achieved on the GARS scale (older age - higher val-
ues on the scale) only in subjects who used inpatient ser-
vices. Comparison of the total number of points achieved 
on the GARS scale with the total number of diagnoses and 
medications in two groups of subjects showed the presence 
of a statistically significant positive correlation (p = 0.000 
and p = 0.001) between these variables in subjects who used 
inpatient services, while in those who used outpatient ser-
vices this correlation was positive only in the relationship 
between the results on the GARS scale and the total num-
ber of medications (p = 0.001; Rho 0.26).
The ratio of exposure to a particular type of treatment and 
the occurrence of any adverse event in the elderly with car-
diovascular disease is shown in Table 2. The total number of 
reported adverse events in the total sample was 30 (10.1%). 
A  significantly higher number of reported adverse events 
was recorded in the sample of subjects who used inpatient 
services (14.6%), while only 8 (5.4%) adverse events were 
reported in the group of subjects who used outpatient ser-
vices. Fisher’s exact test confirmed the existence of a sta-
tistically significant difference in the incidence of reported 
adverse events between these two groups of subjects 
(p = 0.012), which suggests consideration of the impact of 
a specific environment on the occurrence of adverse events 
during health care utilization. Calculation of correlation 
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coefficients for the number of actual adverse events and the 
estimated ability to perform daily activities show that there 
was no statistically significant correlation between these 
parameters. This assumes that the reduced ability to per-
form daily activities does not have a significant impact on 
the occurrence of adverse events in the elderly with chronic 
cardiovascular disease.
The description of all recorded adverse events is shown in 
Table 3. Among total number of recorded adverse events 
(N = 30, 10, 1%) more than half were declared as actual 
adverse events (N = 18, 60%). As actual adverse events 
predominantly recorded were those related to administra-
tion of drugs (N = 5; 41.7%). A quarter of the other actual 
adverse events were injuries due to medical procedure and 
possible errors in therapeutic procedures (N = 3, 25%). 
Furthermore, there was one case of an adverse event that 
could not be classified (N = 1, 8, 3%). The time of occur-
rence of actual adverse events in most cases (N = 9; 75.0%) 
was in the morning from 6 to 12 AM, while reported place 
of occurrence in the majority cases (N = 9; 75.0%) was 
home. The specific circumstance of their occurrence, in 
an equal number of cases was the time during taking the 
prescribed therapy. The consequences of an actual adverse 
event were present in 11 (91.7%) cases.

Differences in the type of actual adverse events occurring in 
different health-care environments are shown in Table 4. In 
the group of subjects who used inpatient services, the most 
frequently present adverse events were adverse drug reac-
tions (37.5%), injuries due to medical procedures (37.5%), 
and errors in prescribing therapy (12.5%). In subjects who 
used outpatient services, equal proportions of actual adverse 
events consisted of adverse drug reactions (50%) and errors 
in therapeutic procedures (50%). The analysis of the differ-
ence in the number of adverse events showed that it exists 
only in the case of consideration of all reported potential 
adverse events. However, no statistical difference was found 
in the number of actual adverse events. As confirmed by 
Fisher’s exact test, the number of actual adverse events did 
not differ with statistical significance (p = 0.378) in the two 
groups of subjects. Nevertheless, it is important to note that 
there were twice as many of them in the group of patients 
who used inpatient services, and it can be assumed that a 
possible higher number of reported adverse events would 
increase the statistically significant difference between these 
groups of subjects.
Table  5 shows the relationship between actual adverse 
events and their prevention options. As can be seen from 
the presented data, consequences of actual adverse events 

TABLE 1. Descriptive statistics of continuous clinical variables
 N Centile

25. Median 75.
Total number of medical diagnosis 298 5,00 6,00 8,00
Total number of medications 298 5,00 8,00 10,00
Length of stay (days) 151 2,00 3,00 3,00
Age (years) 298 68,00 72,00 76,00
GARS 298 18,00 18,00 27,00
Source: BIS system of the Clinic for Cardiovascular Diseases 
“Magdalena” and Groningen activity restrictions scale 2019

TABLE 2. Relationship between exposure to a particular type of 
treatment and the occurrence of adverse event: Fisher’s exact test

Actual adverse 
events

Total

No Yes
Group

Inpatients
N
%

Outpatients
N
%

Total
N

%

143
94,7%

143
97,3%

286
96,0%

8
5,3%

4
2,7%

12
4,0%

151
100,0%

147
100,0%

298
100,0%

 Value df P Exact P  
(2-sided)

Exact P 
(1-sided)

Pearson 
Chi-Square

1,280a 1 0,258   

Fisher's Exact 
Test

0,378 0,202

Linear-
by-Linear 
Association

1,276 1 0,259

N of Valid 
Cases

298     

Source: Own source 2019.

TABLE 3. Description of recorded adverse events
 N %
Potential adverse events

No
Yes

268
30

89,9%
10,1%

Actual adverse events
Ne
Da

18
12

60,0%
40,0%

Description of actual adverse events
Adverse drug reaction
Injury related to medical procedure
Infection
Fall
Errors related to therapeutic procedures
Communication problem
Diagnostic error
Other

5
3
0
0
3
0
0
1

41,7%
25,0%
0,0%
0,0%

25,0%
0,0%
0,0%
8,3%

Source: Own source 2019

TABLE 4. Differences in the type of actual adverse events: Fisher-
Freeman-Halton test
Fisher-Freeman-
Halton test; P=0,545

Group
Inpatients Outpatients

% N % N
Type of adverse 
event

None 0 0,0% 0 0,0%
Adverse drug 
reaction

3 37,5% 2 50,0%

Injury due medical 
procedure

3 37,5% 0 0,0%

Infection 0 0,0% 0 0,0%
Fall 0 0,0% 0 0,0%
Error in therapeutic 
procedures

1 12,5% 2 50,0%

Communication 
problem

0 0,0% 0 0,0%

Diagnostic error 0 0,0% 0 0,0%
Other 1 12,5% 0 0,0%

Source: Own source 2019
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were present in 11 (91.7%) cases, and the events were miti-
gated in 9 (75.0%) cases, while none were preventable.

DISCUSSION
The results of the study confirmed a previously known fact 
about mutual influence of variety of factors on the decline 
of functional capacity among elderly persons with chronic 
diseases. Our study was shown positive correlation between 
functional limitations and age only in subjects who used 
inpatient services. These data lead to presumption that the 
severity of the chronic disease which requires hospital treat-
ment and are often reflected in the number of comorbidities 
and medications necessary to control the disease have sig-
nificantly negative impact on functional capacity in elderly 
patients. In their study, Hajek and König (2016) (43) 
describe an expanded range of factors that, with increasing 
age, affect the progressive decline in the functional capacity 
of the elderly, among which the occurrence of depression 
and cognitive impairment, the number of chronic condi-
tions, regular alcohol consumption, smoking, and life in 
single household are particularly relevant. In recent decades, 
research has focused on the impact of multimorbidity on 
the health and quality of life of the elderly, mainly driven 
by the fact that as many as 70% of people over the age of 
70 face this problem (44). Multimorbidity inevitably leads 
to functional and physical impairment, with individuals 
suffering from multiple chronic diseases and conditions 
simultaneously exposed to a faster decline in functional 
capacity (44). Study by St. John et al. (2019) conducted on 
a sample of elderly people living independently in a com-
munity confirmed that future functional impairment can 
be predicted based on the presence of multimorbidity, but 
at the same time did not offer clarification of the mecha-
nisms that cause it. However, the authors confirmed that 
multimorbidity occurs with increasing age, with females of 
the lower level of education, cognitive difficulties, and pro-
nounced depressive symptoms being particularly exposed 
to it (45).
The assessment of restrictions in daily activities showed that 
they are present mainly in the performance of those tasks 
that require the preservation of motor functions, mobility, 
and endurance of a certain higher level of physical effort. 
A study by Kleipool et al. (2018) showed that the existence 
of cardiovascular disease in old age (46), especially periph-
eral arterial disease and heart failure, almost doubles the 
risk of developing frailty syndrome, especially its incidence, 
compared to other chronic diseases such as are lung disease, 
arthritis or diabetes. The presence of multimorbidity in old 
age almost doubles the need for physician contact, hospital 
admissions, and specialized healthcare (47). On the other 
hand, the occurrence of acute health conditions in the 
elderly is strongly associated with the occurrence of adverse 

outcomes, with the majority of acutely hospitalized elderly 
being also multimorbid (48).
Although the results of our study showed that no statisti-
cally significant association was found between the func-
tional capacity of subjects and the occurrence of adverse 
events, the study clearly showed that the functional capac-
ity of subjects who used inpatient services was significantly 
lower, which can be partially explained due the impact and 
severity of the actual health status. This result implies that 
persons undergoing hospital treatment are those whose 
health condition is seriously impaired. Therefore, such per-
sons have a higher risk of decline in functional capacity, but 
also the occurrence of numerous difficulties in the recovery 
period. The study by Ruiz et al. (2015) confirmed that mul-
timorbidity is highly prevalent and present in almost 67.5% 
of people admitted to hospital (49), with its frequency 
increasing with increasing age of 56% in people over 65 
to 67% in people older of 80 years making their condition 
particularly complex. Numerous previous studies have indi-
cated a strong association between multimorbidity and the 
occurrence of adverse events, especially those resulting from 
the use of a multiple medications (50-54). A retrospective 
review of medical records conducted by Wang et al. (2016) 
showed that, in addition to old age, the most important risk 
factors for medical adverse events during hospital treatment 
were the complexity of the patient’s health, primarily the 
presence of heart disease, complications caused by treat-
ment, especially surgical procedures, and previous hospi-
tal admissions. The recorded incidence of adverse medical 
events in this study was only 0.7% which is explained by 
the existence and increasing implementation of standard-
ized hospital safety protocols and procedures that affect 
omission reduction in normal daily patient care (55).
The results of our study showed a difference in the inci-
dence of certain types of adverse events between the two 
groups of subjects. It is clear that in both groups the most 
commonly recorded events were adverse drug reactions or 
errors in their use. Nevertheless, a group of subjects who 
used inpatient services also recorded errors that occurred 
as a result of diagnostic or therapeutic procedures. A study 
by Woods et al. (56) showed a fairly diverse range of 
adverse events identified in outpatient care, from missed 
or delayed diagnoses (36%), post-surgery events (24.1%), 
non‐surgical procedures (14.6%), medication (13.1%), 
and therapeutic events (12.3%). However, a recent study 
conducted by Geraedts et al. (57) using the methodol-
ogy of telephone interviews of outpatient users showed 
that the most common areas where safety problems occur 
were diagnostic procedures (61%) and medication (15%). 
Results similar to ours were shown by a review study pro-
vided by Schwendimann et al. (58) which found that three 
types of adverse events most commonly occur in hospital 
settings: Consequences of operative or surgical procedures, 
side effects or errors in medication or infusion application, 
and infections associated with healthcare. The findings 
of our study and previously published studies show con-
siderable similarities, but also differences in the types of 
adverse events that occur in health-care settings, which can 
be explained by the specifics of each group of patients and 
characteristics of each health-care provider. It is important 
to emphasize that our study found a dominant frequency of 

TABLE 5. Overview of the relationship between actual adverse 
events and prevention options

Mitigating Event type Total
Preventive None 

Actual adverse events
N
%

9
75,00%

0
0,00%

3
25,00%

12
100,00%

Source: Own source 2019
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side effects and omissions in the use of medication, which is 
significant and noteworthy given the multiple medication 
use often present by patients with chronic cardiovascular 
disease.
Similar findings were shown by the study by De Vries et al. 
(2008), according to which the causes of adverse events are 
most often associated with medical procedures (39.6%) 
and the effects of medications (15.1%), while the study by 
Ohta et al. (59), in addition to the consequences of the 
use of multiple medications, also underline events such 
as bleeding due to therapeutic interventions. Exposure to 
complex medical treatments for chronic health conditions 
certainly contributes an increased risk of adverse events 
resulting from receiving health services. Our study shows 
that each particular type of treatment carries a share of the 
risk of specific adverse events or omissions in care that is 
important to pay attention to, especially for reasons of pos-
sible prevention of their occurrence.
Despite discussions in the literature about methodological 
limitations in the assessment of preventable adverse events, 
the results of a study by Martins et al. (60) show that their 
prevalence is significant, while outcomes can be seriously 
harmful consequences and even patient death. According to 
a review study conducted by Schwendimann et al. (2018), 
adverse events are present in the range of 2.9% to 21.9% 
of all hospital admissions, of which 34.3% to 83% are con-
sidered preventable. As noted by Forster et al. (61) patients 
may be particularly vulnerable to the occurrence of adverse 
events and injuries in the post-hospital discharge period, 
as functional limitations associated with hospitalization 
may still be present, as well as a possible gap in treatment 
transfer between inpatient and outpatient care. According 
to a study by Sears et al. (62), a significant proportion of 
home care users are exposed to adverse events during care 
(13.2%), of which almost a third can be prevented, while 
a certain proportion (1.4%) the same associated with the 
death of the patient. The occurrence of dependence on the 
help of others in performing instrumental daily activities 
and the increase in the number of comorbidities signifi-
cantly affect the increase in the risk of adverse events in 
home care (63,64). Our study suggests that the assessment 
of functional capacity is possibly one of the ways to identify 
persons prone to difficulties in the recovery period, includ-
ing adverse events or omissions in care.
The occurrence of adverse events seriously compromises 
patient safety and the quality of care in hospital set-
tings (58). The results of this study showed that the most 
of the adverse events reported were mitigating. Such find-
ings differ somewhat from previously published studies, 
which generally highlight the significant ability to prevent 
adverse events, especially those arising from the use of 
medications  (56,58,65-67). It is important to emphasize 
that in our research, the term “mitigating” was presented 
in the classification of adverse events, along with the term 
“preventable,” which has been mostly used so far. This clas-
sification allows clinicians to more clearly determine and 
more objectively assess the possibility of preventing adverse 
events, especially in the case of deeper analysis of adverse 
drug reactions or errors in their application.
Finally, we must point out the limitations that this study 
had. In the first place, we single out the method of data 

collection, which has its limitations visible primarily 
in the difficult possibility of checking their reliability. 
Furthermore, the assessment of the presence of functional 
limitations in the respondents may have been influenced by 
a subjective assessment of the severity of their own health 
condition and the presence of observed difficulties in recov-
ery, while reducing the level of actual functional capacity. 
Furthermore, the definition of adverse events by health pro-
fessionals often encounters obstacles in terms of the exis-
tence of numerous interpretations of what they really are 
and the difficulty of separating them from the expected dif-
ficulties, that is, described in the literature possible adverse 
disease outcomes not related to healthcare.

CONCLUSION
The natural increase in number and incidence of chronic 
diseases among elderly persons are the most important rea-
son for frequent use of health-care services in this popula-
tion. Although we did not establish a statistical correlation 
between the decrease in functional capacity and the occur-
rence of adverse events during health-care utilization, this 
research showed that there is a difference in their incidence 
among different health-care environments. We emphasize 
that that elderly people with advanced chronic health prob-
lems and expected decline in functional capacity requiring 
the use of inpatient services are at increased risk of expe-
riencing adverse events. Moreover, this study showed very 
clearly that a number of adverse events actually cannot be 
prevented. Therefore, we draw attention to the importance 
of understanding the complexity of the patient’s condition 
as a contributing factor to adverse events occurrence. We 
also recommend introduction of measures aimed to mon-
itor and identify different types of adverse events specific 
to a particular healthcare environment along with raising 
awareness of their existence as a step toward diminishing 
negative consequences which they can have on patients and 
organizations.
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